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Executive Summary

 ▪ African markets represent some of the greatest opportunities for private sector 
growth in the developing world. This region accounts for high rates of economic 
growth with an expanding middle class and consumer base, offering significant 
business opportunities. 

 ▪ Despite evidence of the significant economic opportunities present in the region, 
Africa has been mischaracterized by the American media as a continent of despair, 
and U.S. engagement with Africa has, for the most part, been a foreign assistance 
relationship. For the last few decades, U.S. development assistance programs in Africa 
have continued to emphasize health and food security programs.

 ▪ The United States has lost significant ground to geopolitical competitors in the 
region. While other countries have ramped up their economic engagement with 
Africa via trade, investments, and private sector financing, the United States has 
remained, for the most part, disengaged. Though decades-long U.S. government 
initiatives in Africa are indicative of longstanding relations, the reality is that these 
initiatives have not been enough for the United States to compete in the changed 
development landscape.  

 ▪ In a welcome turn of events, the Trump administration announced the Prosper Africa 
initiative in December 2018, to open markets for American businesses, grow Africa’s 
middle class, promote youth employment opportunities, improve the business 
climate, increase two-way trade between Africa and the United States, and enable 
the United States to compete with China and other nations who have business 
interests in Africa.

 ▪ Through the Prosper Africa initiative, the United States is trying to reset its 
economic, political, and development agenda in Africa and present a compelling 
alternative to rivals like China and Russia. Prosper Africa offers a renewed avenue 
for U.S. economic engagement with Africa. The administration has to focus on key 
areas of engagement, define clear goals, and implement a number of actions in the 
coming months. This initiative will require additional financial backing from the U.S. 
government. Otherwise, this initiative risks being a statement of good intentions 
with no teeth or additive resources.
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 ▪ For the initiative to be successful and enduring, we offer two areas of 
recommendations: (a) clarity in process and (b) a strong thematic focus.

 ▪ Clear Process: The United States government should consider (i) crafting a 
Prosper Africa Communications Strategy, (ii) setting ambitious goals in terms of 
trade and investment with the continent, and (iii) enhancing the vibrancy of U.S. 
local business communities who wish to do business in Africa.

 ▪ Focused Approach: The United States government should focus on (i) 
entrepreneurship and investment opportunities by developing a U.S.-led 
Entrepreneurial and Commercial Service Corps, (ii) expanding U.S. infrastructure 
and telecommunications investments in Africa, and (iii) fostering two-way trade 
by negotiating a U.S. regional trade agreement with Africa.
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Introduction

African markets represent some of the greatest opportunities for private sector growth 
in the developing world. This region accounts for high rates of economic growth with an 
expanding middle class and consumer base, offering significant business opportunities.1 
With more stable governments and increased urbanization and population growth, many 
African countries are transitioning towards middle-income societies.

The African political, economic, and demographic landscape has changed significantly 
since the 1990s. According to Freedom House, there has been “overall if uneven progress 
toward democratization during the 1990s and the early 2000s.”2 In 2018 approximately 
61 percent of Sub-Saharan African countries were “free” or “partly free,” a significant 
improvement from 40 percent in 1990.3 Technology has facilitated this democratization 
process by providing Africans with access to the internet and mobile phones, which 
has allowed the sharing of information and more connectivity to the rest of the world. 
Internet usage among Africans underwent a tenfold increase from 2 percent in 2005 
to 20 percent in 2016.4 The Pew Research Center conducted a study in South Africa, 
Ghana, Senegal, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda that revealed that two-thirds or 
more of the adult population in those countries owned cellphones in 2015.5 In terms of 
demographic trends, Africa’s population is expected to double by 2050, and the middle 
class is expected to grow from the current 350 million people to 1.1 billion by 2060.6,7 As 
Africa’s expanding youth population enters adulthood, its market potential may present 

1.  According to the IMF’s World Economic Outlook Update, January 2019, 2019 growth rates for emerging and 
developing countries can be broken down by region: Europe’s developing economies expect 0.7 percent for 2019, 
in Latin America growth is projected to be 2.0 percent, and the Middle East and North Africa anticipate 2.4 
percent growth. Sub-Saharan Africa expects 3.5 percent growth or more, trailing only the emerging economies of 
Asia. “World Economic Outlook Update, January 2019,” IMF, January 2019, https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/
WEO/Issues/2019/01/11/weo-update-january-2019.
2.  “Sub-Saharan Africa,” Freedom House, 2018, https://freedomhouse.org/regions/sub-saharan-africa.
3.  “Freedom in the World Country and Territory Ratings and Statuses, 1973-2018,” Freedom House, 2018, 
https://freedomhouse.org/content/freedom-world-data-and-resources.
4.  “Individuals using the Internet (% of population),” World Bank, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IT.NET.
USER.ZS?locations=ZG.
5.  Pew Research Center, “Cell Phones in Africa: Communication Lifeline,” Pew Research Center, April 15, 2015, 
https://www.pewglobal.org/2015/04/15/cell-phones-in-africa-communication-lifeline/.
6.  United Nations, World Population Prospects: 2017 Revision Key Findings (New York, NY: United Nations, 2017), 
https://population.un.org/wpp/Publications/Files/WPP2017_KeyFindings.pdf. 
7.  African Development Bank Group, Tracking Africa’s Progress in Figures (Tunis, Tunisia: 2014), 
https://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Publications/Tracking_Africa%E2%80%99s_Prog-
ress_in_Figures.pdf.
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more economic opportunities for infrastructure investments and business relationships 
on the continent. 

Despite evidence of the significant economic opportunities present in the region, for too 
long Africa has been mischaracterized by the American media as a continent of despair. 
For example, less than 20 percent of the nearly 27,000 articles in the New York Times 
from 2018 mentioned Africa, and those that did were most often crossword puzzle clues, 
references towards an African-American person, or overwhelmingly negative stories 
about corruption, natural disasters, and disease.8 Moreover, the U.S. engagement with 
Africa has, for the most part, been a foreign assistance relationship, with the United 
States providing on average $9 billion a year in foreign aid to the continent for the last 10 
years.9 While other countries have ramped up their economic engagement with Africa via 
trade, investments, and private sector financing, the United States has remained largely 
disengaged. Though decades-long U.S. government initiatives in Africa are indicative of 
longstanding relations, the reality is that these initiatives have not been enough for the 
United States to compete in the changed development landscape (See Box 1). In fact, 
the United States has lost significant ground to geopolitical competitors in the region.10 
In 2016, U.S. exports to Africa reached a 10-year low, with Sub-Saharan Africa now 
comprising only 0.9 percent of total U.S. exports.11

However, in a welcome turn of events, on December 13, 2018, the Trump administration 
launched the Prosper Africa initiative, which seeks to open markets for American 
businesses, grow Africa’s middle class, promote youth employment opportunities, improve 
the business climate, and enable the United States to compete with China and other nations 
who have business interests in Africa.12 The next three months are critical to establish a 
series of goals and associated actions to be implemented in order to ensure sufficient impact 
and the resiliency of this initiative. This short report discusses some of the challenges 
and opportunities for U.S. engagement with the continent and presents a series of 
recommendations for the policymakers driving the Prosper Africa initiative forward.

8.  Based on a simple search of NYT website (01/01/2018-12/31/18). See https://www.nytimes.com/search?end-
Date=20181231&query=Africa&sort=newest&startDate=20180101.
9.  Daniel F. Runde, Christopher Metzger, and MacKenzie Hammond, “Is the United States Prepared for China to 
be Africa’s Main Business Partner?” CSIS Commentary, January 31, 2018, https://www.csis.org/analysis/united-
states-prepared-china-be-africas-main-business-partner.
10.  Judd Devermont, The World Is Coming to Sub-Saharan Africa. Where Is the United States? (Washington, DC: CSIS, 
August 2018), https://www.csis.org/analysis/world-coming-sub-saharan-africa-where-united-states.
11.  The President’s Advisory Council on Doing Business in Africa (PAC-DBIA), Report on Top Issues U.S. Companies 
Face in Approaching, Competing, and Operating in African Markets (Washington, DC: November 29, 2017), https://
www.trade.gov/pacdbia/docs/PAC-DBIA%20Issues%20Report%20-%20Nov%202017.pdf. 
12.  Ambassador John R. Bolton, “Remarks by National Security Advisor Ambassador John R. Bolton on The 
Trump Administration’s New Africa Strategy,” (speech delivered at the Heritage Foundation, Washington, DC, 
December 13, 2018), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-national-security-advisor-am-
bassador-john-r-bolton-trump-administrations-new-africa-strategy/.
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1 | A Changed African Context

While population growth has plateaued in most regions of the world, Africa is expanding 
rapidly. If current trends continue, the United Nations (UN) predicts that Africa will 
double its population size by 2050 to 2.5 billion people, comprising over 25 percent of 
the world’s population (Table 1).13 Such sizeable population growth is most apparent 
in a select few African countries, namely Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Ethiopia, Tanzania, and Uganda.14 In the next 30 years, African residents in urban areas 
will outnumber those in rural communities, which will lead to a greater concentration of 
purchasing power for services in cities.15

Table 1: World Population Projections, 2017-2050 (Millions)

REGION 2017 2030 2050
World 7,550 8,551 9,772
Africa 1,256 1,704 2,528
Asia 4,504 4,947 5,257
Europe 742 739 716
Latin America & Caribbean 646 718 780
Northern America 361 395 435
Oceania 41 48 57

Source: United Nations, World Population Prospects The 2017 Revision Comprehensive Tables (New York, NY: United 
Nations, 2017), https://population.un.org/wpp/Publications/Files/WPP2017_Volume-I_Comprehensive-Tables.pdf.

Through improved nutrition, enhanced medical care, and greater economic affluence, much 
of Africa is undergoing a “youth bulge” as fertility rates remain high while infant mortality 
rates plummet. Such high fertility rates may cause up to 80 births per minute in Africa 
by 2050.16 If this young population manages to progress to the middle class, an untapped 

13.  United Nations, World Population Prospects: 2017 Revision Key Findings.
14.  United Nations, World Population Prospects The 2017 Revision Comprehensive Tables (New York, NY: United Na-
tions, 2017), https://population.un.org/wpp/Publications/Files/WPP2017_Volume-I_Comprehensive-Tables.pdf.
15.  Jamal Saghir and Jena Santoro, Urbanization in Sub-Saharan Africa, Meeting Challenges by Bridging Stakeholders 
(Washington, DC: CSIS, April 2018), https://csis-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/180411_
Saghir_UrbanizationAfrica_Web.pdf.
16.  Joseph J. Bish, “Population growth in Africa: grasping the scale of the challenge,” The Guardian, January 11, 
2016, https://www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionals-network/2016/jan/11/population-
growth-in-africa-grasping-the-scale-of-the-challenge.
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consumer market will be ripe for U.S. investors, so it is critical that the United States be 
proactive, rather than reactive, in its involvement on the continent. These demographic 
indicators can be viewed as an economic opportunity provided that there are adequate 
education and employment options, particularly for younger generations. Youth 
unemployment and youth idleness can increase the likelihood of political and social 
instability.17 In Nigeria, 2 million jobs must be created annually until 2025, and in Ethiopia, 
3.2 million youth will be entering the labor force every year by 2050.18 The private sector 
will need to expand to create meaningful job opportunities for youth. Through trade, 
investments, and capacity building, the United States can help African countries develop 
their private sectors and create more jobs for a growing youth population.

It is critical that the United States be proactive, rather than 
reactive, in its involvement on the continent.

Since the turn of the century, Africa has steadily attracted more trade and more foreign 
investment from international partners (See Figures 1 and 2). Increased remittances and 
growing domestic resource mobilization (taxes, savings, and capital market activity) have 
prompted more African nations such as Kenya, Nigeria, Ghana, Botswana, and others 
to seek international economic engagement in the form of infrastructure investments, 
increased trade, and exchanges in science, technology, and innovation.19 Africa’s middle 
class is projected to have an annual household consumption of $2 trillion within the next 
six years.20 

17.  Romina Bandura and MacKenzie Hammond, The Future of Global Stability: The World of Work in Developing 
Countries, Volume 1: A National Security Priority for the United States (Washington, DC: CSIS, October 2018), https://
csis-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/181019_WorldofWork_Vol.1.pdf?EcUYc4Alb7HhVL2DlJD-
q6x..hJzxQHGp. 
18.  Daniel Runde, “We need to worry about whether developing countries will be able to employ their young 
men,” Hill, September 10, 2019, https://thehill.com/opinion/national-security/405651-we-need-to-worry-about-
whether-developing-countries-will-be-able-to.
19.  Daniel F. Runde et al., New Ideas for Development (Washington, DC: CSIS, forthcoming).
20.  Acha Leke and Dominic Barton, “3 reasons things are looking up for African economies,” World Economic Fo-
rum, May 5, 2016, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/05/what-s-the-future-of-economic-growth-in-africa/.

https://thehill.com/opinion/national-security/405651-we-need-to-worry-about-whether-developing-countries-will-be-able-to
https://thehill.com/opinion/national-security/405651-we-need-to-worry-about-whether-developing-countries-will-be-able-to
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Figure 1: Sub-Saharan Africa’s Total Trade, 2000-2017 

Source: World Integrated Trade Solution, “Sub-Saharan Africa Imports from By Region, in US$ Thousand 2000-2017,” 
World Bank, 2017, https://wits.worldbank.org/CountryProfile/en/Country/SSF/StartYear/2000/EndYear/2017/Trade-
Flow/Import/Partner/BY-REGION/Indicator/MPRT-TRD-VL#.

Figure 2: FDI inflows into Africa Since 2000

Source: United Nations, “FDI outflows, by region and country 1990-2017,” Data, https://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/
World%20Investment%20Report/Annex-Tables.aspx.; United Nations, “FDI inflows, by region and country 1990-2017,” 
Data, https://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/World%20Investment%20Report/Annex-Tables.aspx. 

Many countries have recognized the economic potential of the region and are building 
strong economic partnerships with African nations. Governments of Europe and Asia are 
using a combination of diplomatic, financial, and development tools to meet the needs of 
African countries and win opportunities for their own private sectors.21 Through whole-of-
government approaches and strong commitments from heads of state and embassy officials, 

21.  PAC-DBIA, Report on Top Issues U.S. Companies Face in Approaching, Competing, and Operating in African Markets. 
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18 Dan Runde, “We need to worry about whether developing countries will be able to employ their young men,” 
Hill, September 10, 2019, https://thehill.com/opinion/national-security/405651-we-need-to-worry-about-whether-
developing-countries-will-be-able-to. 
19 Daniel F. Runde et al., New Ideas for Development (Washington, DC: CSIS, forthcoming). 
20 Acha Leke and Dominic Barton, “3 reasons things are looking up for African economies,” World Economic 
Forum, May 5, 2016, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/05/what-s-the-future-of-economic-growth-in-africa/. 
21 Homi Kharas, The Unprecedented Expansion of the Global Middle Class (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 
February 2017), https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/global_20170228_global-middle-
class.pdf; 
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Data Query, https://population.un.org/wup/DataQuery/.  
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many industrialized nations have established comprehensive national strategies with their 
private sectors to increase exports and entice investments.22 For example, in 2017, Germany 
launched the “Marshall Plan with Africa,” a partnership that brings together economic, 
financial, trade, security, legal, environmental, and health policy.23 Ethiopia’s and Denmark’s 
longstanding commitments to decouple carbon emissions from economic growth led to a 
joint cooperative program, Accelerating Wind Power Generation in Ethiopia, in 2016.24 

China has been Africa’s largest trading partner since it surpassed the United States in 
2009.25 Chinese two-way trade with Africa is approximately three times that of the United 
States, valued at $148 billion in 2017 versus $55 billion.26 In the same year, Chinese foreign 
direct investment (FDI) flows ($4.1 billion) dwarfed those of the United States ($332 
million).27 Commodity-based trade with Africa has long been significant, but China’s 2015 
plans for cooperation with Africa indicate that the trade relationship will shift towards 
industrialization, agricultural modernization, green development, financial services 
infrastructure, and trade and investment facilitation.28 The vice president of the China 
Centre for International Economic Exchanges, Wei Jianguo, stated last year that “in the next 
five to ten years, China’s processing trade with Africa will not remain in traditional fields like 
textiles, but shift to hi-tech sectors.” Jianguo further indicated that the number of Chinese 
private enterprises investing in Africa is set to increase. From 2013-2017, China provided 
$87 billion in loans to Africa, for an average of over $17 billion per year.29 Moreover, 
China announced the establishment of its first overseas military base there in April 2016 
in exchange for poor-quality infrastructure.30 However, despite these commitments, 
the Chinese economic approach may cause stress for African nations in terms of debt 
sustainability and precarious social, environmental, and governance standards. 

Countries are showing a greater desire and willingness to compete for projects in Africa by 
leveraging the relationships they have cultivated on the continent. If the U.S. government 
and private sector stay complacent, more economic, military, and diplomatic influence in 
Africa will fall into the hands of U.S. competitors.

From 2013-2017, China provided $87 billion in loans  
to Africa, for an average of over $17 billion per year.

22.  Ibid.
23.  Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development of Germany, Africa and Europe—A new part-
nership for development, peace, and a better future (Bonn, Germany: BMZ, January 2017), https://www.bmz.de/en/
countries_regions/marshall_plan_with_africa/contents/index.html. 
24.  Danish Energy Agency, The joint Danish-Ethiopian cooperation on climate and energy (Danida, Denmark: 2016), 
https://ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/Globalcooperation/ethiopia_cooperation.pdf. 
25.  Jing Shuiyu, “Summit to bolster China-Africa ties,” China Daily, September 4, 2018, https://www.telegraph.
co.uk/news/world/china-watch/business/china-africa-trade/.
26.  China-Africa Research Initiative, “China Exports to African Countries,” Johns Hopkins University SAIS, 2019, 
http://www.sais-cari.org/data-china-africa-trade. 
27.  China-Africa Research Initiative, “Chinese FDI Flow to African Countries,” Johns Hopkins University SAIS, 
2019, http://www.sais-cari.org/chinese-investment-in-africa. 
28.  Shuiyu, “Summit to bolster China-Africa ties.”
29.  China-Africa Research Initiative, “Chinese loans to African Governments,” Johns Hopkins University SAIS, 
2019, http://www.sais-cari.org/data-chinese-loans-and-aid-to-africa. 
30.  François Dubé, “China’s Experiment in Djibouti,” Diplomat, October 5, 2016, https://thediplomat.
com/2016/10/chinas-experiment-in-djibouti/.
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2 | U.S. Engagement in Africa  
is Primed for Expansion

The United States is particularly primed for increased engagement with Africa for several 
reasons. First, the United States has supported Africa’s peace and stabilization efforts 
through its military presence. Although the United States has only one official permanent 
military base on the continent, the U.S. military has approximately 6,000 troops in 
Africa, with nearly 100 missions taking place in 20 African nations.31 Ambassador Bolton 
maintains that these U.S. assets will empower security cooperatives such as the G5 Sahel 
Joint Force, which utilizes troops from Mauritania, Niger, Chad, Burkina Faso, and Mali 
to thwart violent extremism and human trafficking.32 Since 2008, the U.S. military’s 
Africa Command (AFRICOM) has been operating in Africa, seeking to “strengthen our 
security cooperation with Africa and create new opportunities to bolster the capabilities 
of our partners in Africa” so that “our common goals of development, health, education, 
democracy, and economic growth” can be achieved.33 During the 2014-2015 Ebola crisis, 
AFRICOM sent 3,000 troops to help the Liberians combat the spread of the disease.34 U.S. 
security sector spending in Africa has doubled since 2007; however, the Department of 
Defense has announced a 10 percent cut in U.S. troops in Africa over the next several 
years, which may prompt these African nations to receive even more of their military 
equipment and training from China and Russia.35 American soldiers have made significant 
sacrifices in places such as Sierra Leone and Liberia to stabilize local governments and 

31.  Nathaniel D.F. Allen, “U.S. Military Assistance to Africa Is Growing. But Is It Succeeding?” World Politics 
Review, September 23, 2016, https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/19995/u-s-military-assistance-to-af-
rica-is-growing-but-is-it-succeeding; Kathryn Watson, “Where does the U.S. have troops in Africa, and why?” CBS 
News, October 23, 2017, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/where-does-the-u-s-have-troops-in-africa-and-why/; 
Nick Turse, “U.S. Military Says It Has A ‘Light Footprint’ in Africa. These Documents Show a Vast Network of 
Bases,” Intercept, December 1, 2018, https://theintercept.com/2018/12/01/u-s-military-says-it-has-a-light-foot-
print-in-africa-these-documents-show-a-vast-network-of-bases/.
32.  Katie Bo Williams, “Trump’s New Africa Plan: Fewer US Troops and Aid, More Investment and Deals,” Defense 
One, December 13, 2018, https://www.defenseone.com/politics/2018/12/trumps-new-africa-plan-fewer-us-
troops-and-aid-more-investment-and-deals/153534/.
33.  “About the Command,” United States Africa Command, 2019, https://www.africom.mil/about-the-com-
mand; The White House Office of the Press Secretary, “President Bush Creates a Department of Defense Unified 
Combatant Command for Africa,” February 6, 2007, https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releas-
es/2007/02/20070206-3.html. 
34.  Joint and Coalition Operational Analysis (JCOA), Operation United Assistance: The DOD Response to Ebola in 
West Africa (Suffolk, VA: January 2016), https://www.jcs.mil/Portals/36/Documents/Doctrine/ebola/OUA_report_
jan2016.pdf; Allen, “U.S. Military Assistance to Africa Is Growing. But Is It Succeeding?”
35.  Ibid.; Williams, “Trump’s New Africa Plan: Fewer US Troops and Aid, More Investment and Deals.”
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enable private sector growth; it is up to the U.S. government to ensure their service was 
not in vain by maintaining strong diplomatic and economic relations in these countries.

Second, the United States has a strong presence in terms of development programs and 
foreign aid spending (Box 1). The United States easily ranks first among the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance Committee 
(DAC) countries in terms of gross bilateral official development assistance (ODA) to Sub-
Saharan Africa.36 Of the top ten recipients of U.S. ODA, seven are located in Africa, namely 
Ethiopia, Kenya, South Sudan, Syria, Nigeria, Uganda, and Tanzania.37

Third, the African diaspora in the United States is an asset that needs to be catalyzed to 
harness its full potential. The number of African immigrants to the United States has 
nearly doubled each decade since 1970, and Africans now make up 4.8 percent of the 
U.S. immigrant population.38 From 1999-2015, the number of African students on U.S. 
campuses grew by nearly 75 percent.39 During the 2017-2018 academic year, the United 
States hosted nearly 40,000 university students from Sub-Saharan Africa, including over 
21,600 undergraduates.40 Some countries like Ghana, South Africa, and Tanzania have 
even seen an influx of U.S. students on their college campuses since the mid-2000s.41 
Some diaspora initiatives like the African Diaspora Network aim to foster partnerships, 
share knowledge, and advance investment opportunities by collaborating with other 
organizations in the United States and Africa, such as the African Business Angel 
Network.42 U.S. cultural and academic influence amongst Africans needs to be leveraged 
beyond our borders and into the global marketplace through closer associations between 
Africans living in the United States and their countries of origin.

Finally, U.S. tourist activity to Africa could potentially expand over the next decade, 
building better information on the continent and providing business opportunities 
for both African and American firms. Estimates from the World Tourism Organization 
suggest that Africa will have seen a 5 to 7 percent increase in international tourist 
arrivals from 2017 to 2018 when the figures are released.43 Over 1.2 billion people 
traveled internationally in 2016, yet only 58 million visited Africa, indicating that there is 
prodigious potential for growth.44 Much of this growth could come from the United States 

36.  Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance Committee 
(DAC), Development Aid at a Glance: Statistics by Region: Africa 2018 Edition (Paris, France: OECD DAC, 2018), 
http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/development-finance-data/Africa-Develop-
ment-Aid-at-a-Glance-2018.pdf.
37.  OECD DAC, “Gross Bilateral ODA, 2016-2017 average, unless otherwise shown,” Data, 2018, https://public.
tableau.com/views/AidAtAGlance/DACmembers?:embed=y&:display_count=no?&:showVizHome=no#1.
38.  Monica Anderson, “African immigrant population in U.S. steadily climbs,” Pew Research Center, February 14, 
2017, http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/02/14/african-immigrant-population-in-u-s-steadily-climbs/.
39.  Emily Louise Bowman, “At U.S. colleges, African students shape their future,” Share America, June 14, 2018, 
https://share.america.gov/at-u-s-colleges-african-students-shape-their-future/.
40.  Open Doors, “2018 Fact Sheet: Africa, Sub-Saharan,” https://p.widencdn.net/v1uw6h/Open-Doors-2018-Sub-
Saharan-Africa. 
41.  Ibid. 
42.  “Overview,” African Diaspora Network (ADN), https://adn.memberclicks.net/our-mission-vision.
43.  World Tourism Organization, UNWTO Annual Report 2017 (Madrid, Spain: 2018), https://www.e-unwto.org/
doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284419807.
44.  Landry Signe, Africa's tourism potential: Trends, drivers, opportunities, and strategies (Washington, DC: Brookings 
Institution, December 2018), https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Africas-tourismpoten-
tial_LandrySigne1.pdf.
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as only 1 million U.S. residents visited Africa in 2017.45 If current tourism trends continue, 
Africa could see as many as 85 million visitors by 2020 and 134 million by 2030.46 U.S. 
and European hotel companies such as Hilton, Marriott, Sheraton, Radisson Blu, and 
Swissôtel have taken note of this trend by constructing dozens of new hotels in Africa.47 
However, the Trump administration recently proposed a set of visa restrictions on African 
nations such as Nigeria, Eritrea, Sierra Leone, and others; if U.S. relationships with these 
countries become strained as a result of this measure, the efforts of Prosper Africa may be 
undermined or even unattainable.48

BOX 1: OVERVIEW OF THE MAIN U.S. INITIATIVES IN AFRICA SINCE THE 2000s

The African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), a non-reciprocal 
preference program that rewards about 40 countries with a significant 
degree of duty-free access to U.S. markets, was enacted on May 18, 
2000. AGOA was scheduled to end in 2008, but the U.S. government has 
renewed the program twice until 2025, a significant period of time for 
one-way market preferences.49 The legislation’s main goal is to enhance 
select Sub-Saharan African countries’ access to U.S. markets. To be eligible 
for AGOA, African countries must meet a number of requirements, 
including having established or taking steps to establish a market-based 
economy, an implementation of the rule of law, elimination of barriers to 
U.S. trade and investment, economic policies to reduce poverty, a system 
to combat corruption and bribery, and protection of internationally-
recognized worker rights.50 AGOA expands the benefits of duty-free 
treatment previously available only under each country’s Generalised 
System of Preferences (GSP) program. Some of the products added 
through AGOA include items such as apparel and footwear, wine, certain 
motor vehicle components, a variety of agricultural products, chemicals, 
and steel, as AGOA preferences apply to approximately 6,500 tariff lines. 
As a result of AGOA, total two-way goods trade between the United States 
and Sub-Saharan Africa increased from $29.4 billion in 2000 to $39 billion 
in 2017 (mostly in petroleum products).51

President George W. Bush’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), 
initially designed in 2003 to deliver lifesaving services in the countries 
hardest hit by HIV/AIDS, has been reauthorized twice since its creation. 

45.  National Travel and Tourism Office, “2017 U.S. Travel and Tourism Statistics (U.S. Resident Outbound),” U.S. 
Department of Commerce, https://travel.trade.gov/outreachpages/outbound.general_information.outbound_
overview.asp. 
46.  Signe, “Africa's tourism potential: Trends, drivers, opportunities, and strategies.” 
47.  Ibid.
48.  Yomi Kazeem, “Trump’s latest immigration plan targets African countries whose citizens overstay visas,” 
Quartz, April 16, 2019, https://qz.com/africa/1596686/trump-immigration-clampdown-targets-nigeria-liberia-er-
itrea/.
49.  “About AGOA,” African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), https://agoa.info/about-agoa.html. 
50.  U.S. Congress, House, Trade and Development Act of 2000, HR 434, 116th Cong., 2d sess., introduced January 
24, 2000, https://www.trade.gov/agoa/legislation/agoa_main_002118.pdf. 
51.  Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR), 2018 Biennial Report on the Implementation of the 
African Growth and Opportunity Act (Washington, DC: June 29, 2018), https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/2018_
AGOA_Implementation.pdf. 
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PEPFAR supported HIV testing services for nearly 95 million people 
in Fiscal Year 2018 and assisted in training more than 270,000 new 
healthcare workers to deliver HIV treatment and other health services. 
The same year, it delivered antiretroviral treatments to over 14.6 
million people, including more than 700,000 children.52 PEPFAR has 
used public-private partnerships (PPPs) with foundations, U.S. and 
non-U.S. businesses, and others to help programs achieve long-term 
sustainability.53 An example of such a PPP is the U.S. government’s 
partnership with the Kenya Medical Research Institute and four Kenyan 
sugar companies who provide healthcare services for approximately 
16,000 workers, their families, and community residents, totaling 
approximately 60,000 people.54

Trade and Investment Hubs, Trade Capacity Building: There have been 
several generations of USAID Trade and Investment Hubs in Africa since 
the early 2000s: one located in the East (Nairobi, Kenya), one in the 
South (Pretoria, South Africa), and one in the West (currently in Accra, 
Ghana, but moving soon to Abuja, Nigeria). Trade and Investment Hubs 
work to reduce the cost and risk of doing business in Africa and to make 
investments and trade freer and fairer. The hubs seek to create a stable, 
business-friendly Africa that will provide economic opportunities for 
U.S. companies and workers and reduce irregular migration and violent 
extremism. To accomplish this, the hubs promote two-way trade through 
AGOA, provide targeted investment facilitation, support adherence to 
intra-regional and international trade agreements and standards, and 
remove barriers to regional trade in staple foods. Trade hub investments 
are meant to drive commercial expansion within the region and to 
global markets by increasing trade capacity building.55 The hubs have 
created investment opportunities in Africa worth $600 million and have 
leveraged nine times as much money through private investment for each 
dollar of public funds invested.56 

In January 2004, Congress established the Millennium Challenge 
Corporation (MCC), a bilateral foreign aid agency with a different 
approach than the State Department and U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID). MCC competitively selects partner countries 
based on 17 indicators that examine a country’s civil liberties, rule of 
law, control of corruption, trade policy, regulatory quality, girls’ primary 
education completion rate, and other factors.57 Countries selected for an 
MCC compact are required to identify their own priorities and solutions 

52.  U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), “PEPFAR Latest Global Results,” https://www.
pepfar.gov/documents/organization/287811.pdf. 
53.  PEPFAR, “Public-Private Partnerships,” https://www.pepfar.gov/documents/organization/79660.pdf. 
54.  Ibid.
55.  “Trade and Investment Hubs,” USAID, March 22, 2019, https://www.usaid.gov/africa/trade-and-investment/hubs.
56.  Ibid. 
57.  “Selection Indicators,” The Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), https://www.mcc.gov/who-we-fund/
indicators.
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because “projects that are driven by partner countries and incorporate 
local perspectives lead to sustainable know-how and self-sufficiency 
that continue long after MCC’s investment ends.”58 To ensure fiscal 
responsibility, a Millennium Challenge Account is administered for every 
country compact, with a strict, transparent monitoring of funds that 
increases government accountability and capacity building.59 In Africa, 
MCC has 22 compacts in place and 12 threshold programs; an additional 
five compacts and two threshold programs have also been proposed on 
the continent.60 MCC contractors, having established a beachhead, next 
need to develop and leverage additional related markets.

Power Africa: In 2013, USAID launched the Power Africa initiative 
with the goal to add more than 30,000 megawatts (MW) of efficient 
generation capacity and establish 60 million new home and business 
connections.61 The initiative brought together governments, experts, 
and the private sector to increase the number of people with access to 
power. Since the beginning, Power Africa has facilitated over 100 private 
sector power transactions that have generated 9,500 megawatts (MW) 
of new electricity, connecting more than 57 million people in Sub-
Saharan Africa to the power grid.62 The Power Africa initiative focuses on 
priorities such as transactions management (one power project at a time), 
ground support, bridging the financing gap (by de-risking investments), 
supporting policy reforms, and improved governance, while promoting 
gender equality and female empowerment.

58.  “About MCC,” MCC, https://www.mcc.gov/about.
59.  Ibid.
60.  MCC Joins President’s Advisory Council on Doing Business in Africa Mission,” Millennium Challenge Corpo-
ration, https://www.mcc.gov/where-we-work/region/africa
61.  “About Us,” USAID, https://www.usaid.gov/powerafrica/aboutus.
62.  USAID, Power Africa 2018 Annual Report (Washington, DC: USAID, 2018), https://www.usaid.gov/powerafrica/
annualreport.
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3 | A Vision for Prosper Africa

Although there are untapped economic opportunities in Africa, the U.S. business 
community has long described a series of constraints when it comes to investing in 
the continent.63 First, Africa requires more business-friendly policies, such as clear 
and transparent laws and regulations pertaining to investments.64 A sound investment 
environment includes transparency of its legal framework, protection of property rights, 
and nondiscrimination.65 Lengthy and complicated registration procedures, limits on 
foreign ownership, high transaction costs, corruption, and complex (or nonexistent) 
capital market rules deter private capital. Companies also seek a solid “business 
infrastructure” to invest and operate in the continent, such as accounting services and 
certifying labs. Financial services are paramount to this end. For example, U.S. banks 
should be incentivized to operate in Africa because many U.S. companies will not invest 
without them. These U.S. banks can act as a “transmission point” between U.S. and 
African SMEs, particularly enterprises owned by women. The United States should also 
continue its efforts to build domestic capital markets and strengthen the financial sector 
of African economies. 

Africa also has huge infrastructure deficits, especially in transport infrastructure—
ports, airports, roads, and railways, which are a crucial component of effective supply 
chain management. New estimates by the African Development Bank (AfDB) suggest 
that the continent’s infrastructure needs amount to $130–$170 billion a year, with a 
financing gap in the range of $67.6–$107.5 billion.66 Moreover, labor productivity in 
Africa is lackluster. Investments in human capital and workforce development through 
skilling programs and technical and vocational education and training (TVET) for 
youth are necessary to create a productive workforce. African governments need to 
address these issues in partnership with other stakeholders for U.S. companies to be 
more willing to invest in Africa. 

63.  “President’s Advisory Council on Doing Business in Africa,” International Trade Administration, https://www.
trade.gov/pac-dbia/.
64.  OECD, Development Co-operation Report 2014: Mobilising Resources for Sustainable Development (Paris, France: 
2014), Chapter 12, https://doi.org/10.1787/dcr-2014-en. 
65.  Ibid.
66.  African Development Bank Group, “Africa‘s Infrastructure: Great Potential but Little Impact on Inclusive 
Growth,” in African Economic Outlook 2019 (Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire: AFDB, 2019), https://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/
uploads/afdb/Documents/Publications/2018AEO/African_Economic_Outlook_2018_-_EN_Chapter3.pdf.
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The Prosper Africa initiative is one side of this complex investment equation. Through the 
Prosper Africa initiative, the United States is trying to reset its economic, political, and 
development agenda in Africa and present a compelling alternative to rivals like China 
and Russia. However, for the initiative to be successful and enduring, it has to have (a) 
clarity in process and (b) a strong thematic focus. We present a vision for Prosper Africa 
by providing a series of recommendations on these two fronts. 

Clarity in Process
CRAFT A PROSPER AFRICA COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY 
The Prosper Africa initiative needs a clear communications strategy that highlights the 
U.S. approach for supporting competitive and free markets while also setting ambitious, 
tangible targets to rally U.S. businesses and the U.S. government to work together. It 
should reinforce Ambassador Bolton’s message that Africa is a growing opportunity and 
that many of the countries on the continent can become important allies to the United 
States in the future. Many African nations have savvy entrepreneurs and offer real 
opportunities for trade and investment. 

The United States needs to take a partnership approach in Africa where the United 
States helps countries meet their development needs and at the same time expands 
its economic and political sphere of influence. U.S. assistance to support transparent, 
rules-based, democratic markets is the best solution for both African and U.S. business, 
economic, political, and security interests to create jobs, growth, and stability. This 
approach differentiates the U.S. economic model from China’s, which provides cheap 
money, does not build skilled labor or sustainable solutions, and does not follow world 
class environmental, social, and governance standards.

U.S. assistance to support transparent, rules-based, 
democratic markets is the best solution for both African  
and U.S. business, economic, political, and security interests.

The U.S. whole-of-government approach to Africa should be widely disseminated and 
publicized by U.S. ambassadors, policymakers, and the White House to highlight U.S. 
values and sustainable market solutions. Embassy teams need to work with the State 
Department, USAID, Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), and others to 
effectively tackle specific challenges in each country and region. Interagency coordination 
is critical to the success of Prosper Africa; continued siloing on behalf of MCC, USAID, and 
the State Department will make Prosper Africa yet another initiative with good ideas but 
poor execution.

SET AMBITIOUS GOALS IN TERMS OF TRADE AND INVESTMENT WITH THE CONTINENT
The United States should set some broad numerical goals in different areas of engagement 
to measure success and track the initiative’s progress. These numerical guideposts can take 
shape as intermediate output goals (two-three years) and more long-term outcome goals 
(beyond five years). Examples of intermediate output goals could include the number 
of bilateral trade agreements signed, the number of memorandums of understanding 
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(MOUs) or bilateral investment treaties (BITs) in place, the number of business deals 
closed, the number of diplomatic staff trained in commercial matters, and the number of 
foreign commercial officers deployed, to name a few. 

For trade, the U.S. government should do a baseline analysis with the private sector to set 
a realistic and ambitious target for two-way non-oil trade between the United States and 
Africa. For investment, the United States should aim for a threshold that motivates U.S. 
business and government officials to increase private investment through foreign direct 
investments (FDI), particularly investments in enterprises and infrastructure.

ENHANCE THE VIBRANCY OF U.S. LOCAL BUSINESS COMMUNITIES WHO WISH  
TO DO BUSINESS IN AFRICA
To convince an American that Africa is worth investing in, retailers, processors, raw 
material suppliers, financial facilitators, and local private equity funds and banks need to 
be leveraged. More deal closures, buyer-seller linkages, and international certifications 
between the United States and Africa are needed. To accomplish this, the Department of 
Commerce, Small Business Administration, USAID, and other agencies also need to extend 
their reach into the U.S. business community by making use of the U.S. Export Assistance 
Centers, National Governors Association networks, state-level trade promotion offices, 
university research parks, and other mechanisms.

Areas of Focus 
What are the key areas that the Prosper Africa initiative should pursue? There are several 
promising areas to consider as Prosper Africa’s primary focus: (1) developing a commercial 
service corps, (2) prioritizing investments in infrastructure and telecommunications, and 
(3) passing a regional trade agreement. 

The U.S. government may want to select five to eight countries in which to pilot this 
new approach. Ideally, these should be countries where the United States already has 
a significant presence on the ground through its military, diplomatic enclaves, and 
development programs. Countries with strong private sectors and long-standing U.S. 
programs (through USAID, MCC, AFRICOM, PEPFAR, Peace Corps, and Power Africa) are 
prime candidates for selection. 

FOCUS ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES BY DEVELOPING A 
UNITED STATES-LED ENTREPRENEURIAL AND COMMERCIAL SERVICE CORPS
The United States currently does not have a strong foreign service cadre dedicated 
to deal-making in Africa. The Department of Commerce’s U.S. Commercial Service 
only has 11 Foreign Commercial Service Officers (FCSOs) present in Africa, out of 
245 in total.67 The U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service has 13 offices in Africa, out of 93 
globally.68 USAID has regional Trade and Investment Hubs, which work closely with 
other governments and the private sector to convince partner governments to improve 
their logistical standards.69 These trade hubs, in East, South, and West Africa, also 

67.  Information provided by an email from the U.S. Department of State on August 8, 2018.
68.  “FAS Overseas Post Directory,” United States Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, Ac-
cessed April 16, 2019, https://apps.fas.usda.gov/overseas_post_directory/. 
69.  Paul Fekete, “U.S. Approach to Trade Facilitation Assistance: Contribution by the United Sates,” WTO, https://
www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tradfa_e/comm_e/meet2-3may_ntfc_usa_approach_e.pdf.
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promote U.S.-African trade under AGOA, deepen regional economic integration, and 
have generated investment opportunities worth $600 million.70 The State Department 
has approximately 1,600 foreign economic officers overseas. However, their mission is 
reporting on economic trends first and promoting U.S. investment second.71 

The United States currently does not have a strong foreign 
service cadre dedicated to deal-making in Africa.

Ideally, the United States would seek to increase the number of commercial and 
agricultural attachés, as well as realign the foreign service economic cone’s priorities in 
Africa toward investment. However, this may be unrealistic since it would necessitate 
a dramatic increase in the budget of the Department of Commerce. A more plausible 
approach would be to stitch together a new service corps, refocusing some 3,400 Peace 
Corps Volunteers working in Africa, expanding the U.S. Senior Corps to include posts 
in Africa, and forming a constellation of honorary consuls with backgrounds in trade 
and investment.72 This team of U.S. volunteers, working alongside U.S. commercial, 
agricultural, and economic officers, as well as the USAID Trade and Investment Hubs, 
would become the foundation of an entrepreneurial and commercial service corps in 
Africa to assess and facilitate new opportunities for investment and trade across the 
continent. They would serve as an essential link between U.S. private sector investors and 
local partners in Africa.

Developing the private sector and fostering entrepreneurship in Africa are crucial 
components to creating meaningful job opportunities for the growing youth population. 
Through trade, investments, and capacity building, the United States can be instrumental 
in the development of private sectors in African countries.

BET BIG ON U.S. INFRASTRUCTURE AND TELECOMMUNICATION INVESTMENTS
Many African countries rely on China for not only traditional infrastructure but also for 
emerging technologies. Huawei and ZTE are already present in over 30 African countries in 
the form of national fiber-optic communications networks and e-government networks.73 
In terms of 5G networks, Huawei is working with Africa’s largest mobile company, MTN, 
as well as Vodacom (based in South Africa) and Safaricom (based in Kenya). Though U.S. 
companies have made deals that include everything from handsets to infrastructure, the 
overall U.S. presence has been modest. 

The U.S. government could leverage the new U.S. Development Finance Corporation to 
prioritize investments in Africa’s telecommunications industry. According to a recent 
report by the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSMA) trade association, the 
region’s mobile subscriber base was 444 million in 2017 and is poised to increase at a rate 

70.  USAID, “Trade and Investment Hubs.” 
71.  American Academy of Diplomacy and the Una Chapman Cox Foundation, Support for American Jobs: Part II: A 
New Government-Business Partnership for Commercial Diplomacy (Washington, DC: June 2017), https://www.acade-
myofdiplomacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/SupportForAmericanJobs.pdf. 
72.  Information provided during a private roundtable with the Peace Corps on March 8, 2019.
73.  Frank Fang, “Huawei’s Expansion in Africa Comes Under Scrutiny,” Epoch Times, January 30, 2019, https://
www.theepochtimes.com/huaweis-expansion-in-africa-comes-under-scrutiny_2772269.html.
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that is more than double the global growth rate through 2022.74 Moreover, the already 
high price of internet access has gotten even more expensive for Africans over the past 
year. New data from the Alliance for Affordable Internet (A4AI) shows the average price 
of a gigabyte (GB) of data (relative to income) has increased over the past year in Africa 
while dropping or remaining constant in other regions.75 Both of these factors point 
to opportunities for more competition. The U.S. government can work with American, 
European, and Japanese companies, as well as other governments, to offer an alternative 
to some of the negative implications of Chinese 5G networks such as privacy and 
cybersecurity risks.

FOSTER TWO-WAY TRADE BY NEGOTIATING A U.S.-REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENT 
The U.S. government should prioritize the passage of free trade agreements with 
some African nations. Business interests tend to view Africa at a regional rather than 
country level so passing a sub-regional trade agreement might be the way forward. 
The United States has only negotiated one bilateral investment treaty (with Rwanda) 
and one bilateral free trade agreement (with Morocco) with Africa since the turn of 
the century, although Mauritius, Mozambique, Kenya, and Ghana have all held rounds 
of negotiations.76 Since 2008, the United States has had a Trade, Investment, and 
Development Cooperative Agreement (TIDCA) with the Southern African Customs 
Union (SACU), which includes South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, and 
Namibia.77 The TIDCA is meant to “help put in place the ‘building blocks’ for a future 
Trade Facilitation Agreement, which remains a longer-term objective for both the 
United States and SACU,” according to the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative.78 It 
would also be commercially important for the USTR to capitalize on the Gambia’s recent 
ratification of the Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA) agreement, which will unite the 
continent’s 1.2 billion people with a combined continental gross domestic product of 
$3.3 trillion in a single market.79 While AGOA was successful in opening markets, this 
free trade agreement will emphasize reciprocity and increase two-way trade, rather than 
just increase African exports to the United States. 

In addition, the United States should take several complementary steps to support 
its new Prosper Africa initiative. The United States should reinvigorate its Export-
Import Bank (EXIM) to better compete against Asian and European nations in winning 
deals. EXIM is the official export credit agency (ECA) of the United States, facilitating 
the export of U.S. goods and services through direct loans, export credit insurance, 
and loan guarantees. EXIM is also tasked with underwriting political and commercial 

74.  “The Mobile Economy Sub-Saharan Africa 2018,” GSM Association, https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/re-
search/?file=809c442550e5487f3b1d025fdc70e23b&download. 
75.  “New mobile broadband pricing data shows uneven progress on affordability,” Alliance for Affordable Internet 
(A4AI), March 20, 2019, https://a4ai.org/new-mobile-broadband-pricing-data-reveals-stalling-progress-on-af-
fordability/. 
76.  “United States Bilateral Investment Treaties,” U.S. Department of State, https://www.state.gov/e/eb/ifd/
bit/117402.htm; “Free Trade Agreements,” Office of the U.S. States Trade Representative, https://ustr.gov/
trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements. 
77.  “Southern African Customs Union (SACU),” Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, https://ustr.gov/coun-
tries-regions/africa/regional-economic-communities-rec/southern-african-customs-union-sacu. 
78.  Ibid.
79.  Abdi Latif Dahir, “Africa’s historic free trade deal now has enough countries signed up to go into force,” 
Quartz, April 3, 2019, https://qz.com/africa/1586526/africa-free-trade-deal-gets-gambia-signature-to-go-into-
force/.
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risks of overseas investments to enrich exportation and trade.80 However, since July 
2015, EXIM has lacked a board quorum, which means the agency cannot approve any 
transaction over $10 million.81 The absence of a board quorum has prompted foreign 
competitors to fill the void since the United States is the only G-20 country without a 
fully functioning ECA.82 

In October, the USDFC will become the U.S. government’s primary development finance 
institution, and EXIM will continue to operate as the U.S. government’s export credit 
agency.83 The USDFC’s mission is to focus on low- and middle-income countries to ensure 
its efforts have the greatest impact. The USDFC has double the spending power of OPIC 
and can provide loan guarantees in local currency, invest in equity stakes of businesses, 
operate under transparent contracts, provide technical assistance/feasibility studies, and 
work closely with the State Department and USAID to optimize their country approaches. 
These mechanisms will enable the USDFC to lend in areas where the private capital 
market traditionally refuses to enter. If the USDFC engages with the correct partners and 
works with other U.S. government agencies properly, it can be one of the critical pieces of 
revitalized U.S. engagement with Africa. 

Finally, the U.S. government should build capacity in combatting corruption and 
increasing procurement training. Procurement reform can be a powerful tool to liberalize 
trade in developing countries, given that many do not currently allow outside players to 
participate in their bids and often follow opaque procurement practices. USTDA’s Global 
Procurements Initiative (GPI) promotes competition and transparency in international 
procurement, that is, on international bids for the purchase of goods and services.84 
GPI teaches trade officials about life-cycle costs, technology transfers, resiliency, and 
other costs that are often overlooked when viewing potential bids from a lowest-cost 
perspective.85 From 2013 to 2016, 775 procurement officials in emerging markets were 
trained thanks to this initiative; however, only about 115 of these officials were from 
African nations.86 This is a small program that could be significantly expanded in the Africa 
region (as it already has in Kenya).87

80.  Elizabeth Thomas, “What is an Export Credit Agency (ECA) & Why Do We Have One?” Export Finance Solu-
tions, June 6, 2017, https://grow.exim.gov/blog/what-is-an-export-credit-agency-eca-why-do-we-have-one.
81.  Fred P. Hochberg, “The Senate is making a big mistake as it drags its feet over EXIM Bank confirmations,” 
CNBC, July 18, 2018, https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/17/ex-im-bank-needs-senate-support-to-save-us-jobs.
html.
82.  Brendan P. Bechtel, “Without EXIM Bank, US Companies Fight with a Hand Tied behind Their Backs,” Hill, 
May 8, 2018, https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/386730-us-companies-fighting-with-a-hand-tied-behind-
their-backs-without-exim-bank.
83.  “The Build Act,” OPIC, https://www.opic.gov/build-act/faqs-build-act-implementation.
84.  “Global Procurement Initiative (GPI) – Goals and Objectives,” USTDA, https://www.ustda.gov/gpi-goals-and-
objectives.
85.  Ibid.
86.  Ibid.; USTDA, 2016 Annual Report (Arlington, VA: 2016), https://www.ustda.gov/sites/default/files/
USTDA%202016%20Annual%20Report_lowres.pdf. 
87.  “USTDA Expands Partnership with Kenya, Creating Opportunities for U.S. Businesses,” USTDA, August 
27, 2018, https://ustda.gov/news/press-releases/2018/ustda-expands-partnership-kenya-creating-opportuni-
ties-us-businesses. 
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Conclusion

Once a continent in dire need of official development aid, Africa now seeks infrastructure 
investments, trade, innovation, and private sector growth. Other industrialized nations 
have recognized this shift and are using commercial, diplomatic, and development tools 
to create win-win opportunities in this new environment—China is ready to sign the large 
checks, while other European and Asian nations use commercial diplomacy to ensure 
their business leaders are able to compete fairly for projects. 

Prosper Africa offers a renewed avenue for U.S. economic engagement with Africa. It has 
reenergized the U.S. business community and has generated many expectations from 
African leaders. However, the administration has to focus on key areas of engagement, 
define clear goals, and implement a number of actions in the coming months. For this 
initiative to succeed, it will probably require additional financial backing from the U.S. 
government. Furthermore, Prosper Africa will require a significant improvement on 
current interagency operations. Otherwise, this initiative risks being a statement of good 
intentions with no teeth or additive resources. 
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